HYSON Metal Forming Solutions announces the final phase-out of the **TNKB Series** Gas Springs, along with substitution and servicing plans.

**Models included in this phase out:**

- TNKB 1000
- TNKB 2400
- TNKB 4200
- TNKB 6600

**Expected Timeframe:**

Orders will be accepted when placed on or before December 1st, 2017. After this date orders will no longer be accepted and we recommend the substitution and/or servicing plans below.

**Service & Substitution:**

- Servicing Plan:
  - Seal Kits for TNKB will continue to be offered and will allow for servicing your installed TNKB springs in the field.
  - Repair Kit Order Information:
    - 1000 Model: 60-112-7000
    - 2400 Model: 60-175-7000
    - 4200 Model: 60-238-7000
    - 6600 Model: 60-300-7000

- Substitution Plan:
  - T2B Series offer same overall height, stroke and tonnage but can have differences in the bottom mounting threads. Verification of T2B mounting information to ensure compatibility with your tool
  - TNKT Series offers same force and stroke options in a slightly shorter overall height.